By reconciling the phylogenetic tree of a gene family with the corresponding species tree, it is possible to infer lineage-specific duplications and losses with high confidence and hence to annotate orthologs and paralogs. The currently available reconciliation methods for nonbinary gene trees are computationally expensive for genome-scale applications. We present four O (|G | + |S |) algorithms to reconcile an arbitrary gene tree G with a binary species tree S in the duplication, loss, duploss (also known as mutation), and deep coalescence cost models, where | · | denotes the number of nodes in a tree. The improvement is achieved through two innovations: a linear-time computation of compressed child-image subtrees and efficient reconstruction of irreducible duplication histories. Our technique for child-image subtree compression also results in an order of magnitude speedup in runtime for the dynamic programming and Wagner parsimony-based methods for tree reconciliation in the affine cost model.
INTRODUCTION
Given the importance of accurately annotated gene relationships in evolutionary and functional studies of biological systems (Capra et al. 2013; Kellis et al. 2003; Wapinski et al. 2007 ), significant efforts have been invested in developing methods to identify orthologs and paralogs (Arvestad et al. 2009; Bansal et al. 2012; Boussau et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2012; Dufayard et al. 2005; Goodstadt and Ponting 2006; Kristensen et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2011; Storm and Sonnhammer 2002; Tatusov et al. 1997) . A pair of genes in different species whose last common ancestor (LCA) corresponds to a speciation event are orthologs (Fitch 1970) . Two genes (in the same or different species) that descend from a gene duplication event are paralogs. Knowing the orthologs and paralogs of species permits one to reconstruct the duplication history within a gene family. In practice, this is often 24:2 Y. Zheng and L. Zhang done by reconciling the phylogenetic tree (the gene tree) of a gene family with the corresponding species tree and then inferring the lineage-specific duplication and loss events (Goodman et al. 1979; Kristensen et al. 2011) .
Although a plethora of reconciliation methods have been developed over the past two decades (see the review article of Doyon et al. (2011) ), only recently has this reconciliation process been generalized to nonbinary gene trees (Sanderson and McMahon 2007) (also see the survey articles of Eulenstein et al. (2010) and Warnow (2013) ). The ability to reconcile nonbinary gene trees substantially expands the application of this method in comparative genomics. First, it expands the range of tools: many widely used phylogenetic programs, such as MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001) , produce nonbinary gene trees if there is not enough signal in the sequence data to date the divergences. Moreover, reconciling nonbinary gene trees that are obtained by contracting weak branches in binary gene trees produces more true duplication events than working directly on corresponding binary ones (Boussau et al. 2013; Lafond et al. 2012; Zheng 2014) . Second, it allows us to design fast heuristic programs for genome-wide mapping of orthologs and paralogs. For example, SYNERGY implicitly assumes that the gene tree of every gene family is a star tree and heuristically reconciles the star gene tree with the input species tree, which relieves the substantial preprocessing burden of building binary gene trees for individual gene families (Wapinski et al. 2007 ). These facts motivate us to work on a bottom-up approach for reconciling nonbinary gene trees.
For a binary gene tree and a binary species tree, there is an accepted reconciliation process that has been proven to produce the unique duplication history with the fewest gene duplication and gene loss events (Chauve and El-Mabrouk 2009; Górecki and Tiuryn 2006) in time linear to the number of nodes in the two trees (Chen et al. 2000; Schieber and Vishkin 1988; Zhang 1997) . However, the uniqueness of the result is not so clear when the input gene tree is not binary, where reconciliation may produce different duplication histories for different cost models (Zheng et al. 2013 ). Chang and Eulenstein (2006) developed the first algorithm for the problem in the duploss model, but their solution has cubic-time complexity. The dynamic programming algorithm of Durand et al. (2006) has the same worst-case time complexity, but it can solve the problem for the affine model. Recently, quadratic-time algorithms have been obtained for the duploss (Lafond et al. 2012 ) and deep coalescence (Yu et al. 2011 ) models, respectively. All of these methods are computationally intensive when applied on a genomic scale. However, no one has yet designed a linear-time reconciliation algorithm for nonbinary gene trees that is guaranteed to generate the history with the minimum score for each of the reconciliation cost models mentioned earlier.
In this article, we present linear-time algorithms that solve the tree reconciliation problem through a bottom-up approach in different reconciliation models. Our approach can incorporate multiple sources of information on gene similarity, including sequence similarity and conserved gene order, and is fast enough to be used on a genomic level. Hence, it provides a valuable framework for the genome-wide mapping of orthologs and paralogs in any group of species with a known phylogeny while taking advantage of the rapid increase in fully sequenced genomes.
The rest of this article is divided into nine sections. The reconciliation problem and four reconciliation models are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents an algorithm to simultaneously compute all compressed child-image subtrees of internal gene tree nodes in linear time, which immediately leads to a significant speedup in runtime for the dynamic programming and Wagner parsimony-based methods. Section 4 introduces the concept of irreducible duplication history, the second innovation for studying the tree reconciliation problem. Section 5 presents linear-time algorithms to solve the reconciliation problem in the gene loss and deep coalescence models. Sections 6 and 7 present linear-time algorithms for reconciling a nonbinary gene tree and the corresponding species tree for the gene duplication and duploss models, respectively. Section 8 discusses the connection between the Wagner parsimony problem and the tree reconciliation problem, focusing on how to obtain a fast tree reconciliation algorithm from Csűrös's algorithm for the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem. In Section 9, we compare our algorithms to other methods on simulated datasets. We conclude with suggestions for future work in Section 10.
CONCEPTS AND NOTIONS

Definitions
Let T be a rooted tree in which one node is designated as the root and the branches are oriented away from the root. We use V (T ) to denote the set of all nodes and E (T ) to denote the set of all branches. For u, v ∈ V (T ), v is the parent of u (and, equivalently, u is a child of v) if (v, u) ∈ E (T ). In general, v is an ancestor of u (and, equivalently, u is a descendant of v), indicated by v ≺ u, if the unique path from the root to u passes through v. We write v u if u = v or v ≺ u. We say that u and v are incomparable if v u and u v. For v ∈ V (T ) and ∅ U ⊆ V (T ), v is a common ancestor of the nodes in U if it is an ancestor of every u ∈ U , written v U . Obviously, if v U and v U , then v v or v v . We use LCA(U ) to denote the most recent common ancestor of the nodes in U . In T , the depth of a node is defined as the number of branches in the unique path from the root to the node. In this article, we use the following notation:
• |T | denotes the number of nodes in T .
• E(T ) denotes the set of branches in T .
• p(u) denotes the parent of a non-root node u in T .
• Ch(u) denotes the set of children of an internal node u in T .
• V lf (T ) denotes the set of leaves (terminal nodes) of T .
• V it (T ) denotes the set of internal (non-leaf) nodes of T .
• T (u) denotes the subtree rooted at u, which consists of u and all descendants of u.
• T | U denotes the subtree induced by a subset U ⊆ V (T ), whose sets of nodes and edges are
A node v is said to be binary if it has two children. T is binary if all of its internal nodes are binary. If T is nonbinary, a binary tree T is said to be a binary refinement of T if, for every u ∈ V (T ), v ∈ V (T ) exists such that V lf (T (u)) = V lf (T (v)) or, equivalently, if T can be obtained from T by branch contraction.
Species Trees
A species tree S is a rooted tree in which each leaf is labeled with a unique species. For u ∈ V lf (S ), the branch (p(u), u) represents the species that labels u. For u ∈ V it (S ), (p(u), u) represents the most recent common ancestor of all species that label the leaves in S (u) if u is a non-root node; u represents a speciation event.
We assume that species trees are binary. We also draw a branch entering the root to represent the common ancestor of all of the species, called the root branch (Figure 1(a) ).
Gene Trees and Gene Duplication History
The gene tree that is often reconstructed from the DNA/protein sequences of a gene family represents evolutionary relationships in these genes. However, it may not explicitly represent the duplication history of the gene family. Without knowing the true orthologous and paralogous relationships in the family members, we do not have to distinguish the members that are sampled from the same species. Hence, we label each leaf in the gene tree that represents a gene with the species that hosts the gene. In the resulting tree, leaves are not uniquely labeled (Figure 1(b) ) in general. In addition, gene trees do not have to be binary.
Consider a gene family, F , consisting of genes sampled from a collection of extant species, X , with a known phylogenetic tree, S. Assume that F evolved from a unique ancestral gene through k gene duplications and m gene losses in the ancestral species (i.e., branches) in S (Figure 2(a) ). We further assume that (i) each duplication event gives rise to one new copy of the gene involved; (ii) a copy, as well as the original duplicated gene, has exactly one descendant gene in an extant species, unless a loss event occurs to it in some ancestor of that species, and (iii) F consists of all descendants of the original and duplicated genes that are found in all of the extant species in X . Formally, the duplication history (Figure 2(c) ), H , of F in S is modeled as a rooted tree H in which the leaves are labeled with the genes in F , together with a "time" assignment function f : V (H ) → V (S ) ∪ E(S ) that satisfies the following conditions:
(i) For each leaf labeled with a gene д in H , f ( ) is a leaf labeled with the species that hosts д in S; (ii) For each u and its child v in H , f (v) is a node or branch below f (u).
Let u ∈ V it (H ). It represents a duplication occurring in the ancestral species f (u) if f (u) ∈ E (S ) and a speciation event if f (u) ∈ V (S ). If u is of degree 2, it also induces a gene loss in the species represented by e that is either f (u) if f (u) ∈ E(H ) (i.e., u represents a duplication event) or ( f (u), s ) if f (u) ∈ V (S ) has children s and s and f (v) = s , where v is the unique child of u.
The duplication (respectively, loss) cost, d H (l H ), of H is defined as the number of duplication (loss) events occurring in H . Its duploss cost, also known as the mutation cost, is defined as d H + l H . If we assign the weights w d and w l to duplication and loss events, respectively, the Zhang (2011) ).
The deep coalescence cost is another reconciliation cost introduced in Maddison (1997) . It has been widely used for species tree reconstruction (Than and Nakhleh 2009; Yu et al. 2011) . The relationship among the gene loss, gene duplication, and deep coalescence costs can be found in Zhang (2011).
The Reconciliation Problem
The duplication history H of F can be inferred by reconciling G and S. We use the symbol д s to denote a gene д ∈ F in an extant species s. The LCA reconciliation of G and S is the map λ :
Here, λ(U )
If G is binary, λ induces the unique duplication history of F that has the minimum duplication and loss costs (Chauve and El-Mabrouk 2009; Górecki and Tiuryn 2006) . In other words, it gives the most parsimonious evolutionary history. For each д ∈ V it (G), if λ(д) ∈ λ(Ch(д)), д is inferred to be a duplication node, which represents a duplication event occurring in the branch (p(λ(д)), λ(д)) that is the root branch if λ(д) is the root of S. Furthermore, let Ch(д) = {д , д }. We infer gene loss event using the following two rules:
, where u is the child of u not in the path from λ(д) to λ(д );
, where u is the child of u not in the path from λ(д) to λ(д ), and in
, where u is the child of u not in the path from
If G is nonbinary, however, it is not clear how many duplication events can be inferred and where they should occur in a parsimonious duplication history of F . The problem of reconciling an arbitrary gene tree G and the corresponding species tree S is formulated as follows:
Instance: A contracted version, G, of the true binary gene tree of a gene family, F , observed in species with a known species tree, S, and a reconciliation model, c. Solution: A duplication history of F having the score min G ∈B R(G ) c (G , S ), where BR (G) is the set of all binary trees that refine G.
The LCA reconciliation of G and S maps x to the same node in S for every G ∈ BR(G) and every node x in G. Let G ∈ BR(G) with the minimum reconciliation cost-that is,
we use x to denote its counterpart in G that is mapped to the same node as x under LCA reconciliation-that is, V lf (G (x )) = V lf (G (x )). It is not hard to see that the node subset {x |x ∈ Ch(д)} induces a binary subtree T д rooted at д in G , which we consider as a binary refinement of the star consisting of д and its children. Since G has the minimum reconciliation cost over all binary trees in BR (G) for S, the LCA reconciliation of T д also has the minimum reconciliation cost over all binary trees with the same leaf set as T д when reconciled with the subtree S | λ(Ch(д)) . Conversely, when we put all best binary refinements for the star subtrees (of G) consisting of д and its children with respect to S | λ(Ch(д)) , we obtain a full binary tree that gives the best duplication history for the given gene family, as illustrated in Figure 1 (c), (f), and (i).
The preceding discussion indicates that we only need to infer the duplication history from each ancestral gene д to its children in the subtree S | λ (Ch(д) ) that has the minimum cost for each д ∈ V it (G) separately. We call S | λ(Ch(д)) the child-image subtree of д, for which the root is λ(д) and the leaves are in λ (Ch(д)) as illustrated in Figure 1 (d) and (g).
COMPRESSED CHILD-IMAGE SUBTREES
In this section, we introduce the concept of compressed child-image subtrees and present a lineartime algorithm to compute all compressed versions of all child-image subtrees.
Consider the child-image subtree S | λ(Ch(д)) derived for д ∈ V it (G). By definition, λ(д) is the root and some internal nodes belong to λ (Ch(д) Ch(д) ) contains nonroot internal nodes of degree 2, its size can be (much) greater than |Ch(д)|, as shown in Figure 1 (g). To design a fast algorithm for reconciling G and S, we need to compress S | λ(Ch(д)) by contracting all nonroot degree-2 nodes that are not in λ(Ch(д)) for each д (Figure 1 (e) and (h)).
Let V 3 be the set of internal nodes of degree 3 in S | λ (Ch(д) ) . The following fact shows the sufficiency of the compressed child-image subtrees for inferring a parsimonious duplication history from д to its children under each of the reconciliation models. and (2) no gene loss occurs in the last k branches (x i , p i+1 ) (1 ≤ i ≤ k) when inferring a parsimonious duplication history from д to its children.
Proof. Note that all internal nodes have two children in the species tree S. Let the other child of
. Consider a parsimonious duplication history from д to its children, H . Assume that H contains a duplication event D that duplicates an ancestral gene a to generate a new gene a in (x j , x j+1 ), one of the first k branches, where j ≤ k − 1. We have the following possible cases.
If a has a descendant b but a does not have any descendant in the branch (x k , p 2 ), removing D from H results in a duplication history from д to its children having one duplication less than H .
If a has a descendant b and a has a descendant b in the branch (x k , p 2 ), then removing D from and adding a duplication event D into H results in a duplication history H that has the equal duplication cost, where
, where the descendants of a and a get lost. Hence, H has at least two loss events less than H .
If a has a descendant b but a does not have any descendant in (x k , p 2 ), then treating b as the descendant of a and removing D results in a duplication history from д to its children having one duplication less than H .
If neither a nor a have a descendant in (x k , p 2 ), then H contains two loss events in the path P, where the descendants of a and a get lost. Thus, replacing D with a gene loss event involving a in (p 1 , x 1 ) results in a duplication history from д to its children that has one duplication event and one gene loss event less than H .
Similarly, if H has a gene loss event in branch (x j , x j+1 ) for some j in the range from 1 to k, we can obtain a duplication history from д to its children that has at least one gene loss event less than H by pushing the gene loss event up to the first branch (p 1 , x 1 ). Proposition 3.1 implies that we can simply assume that a gene duplication event occurs in the branches entering a node in V 3 ∪ λ(Ch(д) ) and a gene loss event occurs in the branches leaving a node in V 3 ∪ λ(Ch(д)) when inferring the parsimonious duplication history from д to its children.
In a child-image subtree, we contract an internal node x of degree 2 by removing it, together with the two branches (y, x ) and (x, z) incident to x, and adding an edge (y, z), where y and z are the parent and child of x, respectively. The compressed version of S | λ(Ch(д)) is written as I (д).
For any branch (u, v) in I (д), using the depths of u and v in S, we can easily compute the loss events occurring in the branches that lead away from the path from u to v in S | λ(Ch(д)) for each descendant of д surviving in the path. Hence, it is sufficient to work with the compressed childimage subtrees, together with the depth information for nodes in S. Additionally, |I (д)| ≤ 2|Ch(д)| for each д and thus д ∈V it (G ) |I (д)| ≤ 2|G |. Most importantly, all compressed child-image subtrees can be computed in linear time, as shown in the rest of this section.
By preprocessing a species tree, one can compute the LCA of any two nodes in constant time (Schieber and Vishkin 1988) , which enable us to compute the images of all gene tree nodes under λ in O (|G | + |S |) time (Zhang 1997) . In the rest of this section, we assume LCA(s, s ) can be computed in constant time for any s, s ∈ V (S ). We also assume a linked list, pre(s), that contains all gene tree nodes mapped to s-that is, pre(s) represents λ −1 (s) and is available for use for each s ∈ V (S ). The elements in pre(s) are stored in arbitrary order. The purpose of using it is to process all gene tree nodes in it simultaneously when visiting s in traversing S.
visited from the earliest to latest in the postorder traversal of S. Then
Proof. Let u ∈ V (I (д))\λ(Ch(д)). By definition, u has two children, u 1 and u 2 , in I (д), and there is at least one image node below each of u 1 and u 2 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that the nodes in T (u 1 ) are visited before those in T (u 2 ) in the postorder traversal of S. Thus,
Conversely, for any j,
Proposition 3.2 suggests that if the elements in Ch(д) are arranged properly, we can compute the node set of I (д) by simply applying the LCA operation |Ch(д)| − 1 times. Because each LCA operation takes a constant time in the preprocessed species tree, this leads to a three-step algorithm to compute all I (д) in linear time.
First, we use the Node-Rearrangement Procedure to properly rearrange the children in Ch(д) for each д so that the assumption given in Proposition 3.2 holds. Here we assume that an array of k pointers is used to represent a node that has k children in the gene tree so that swapping the positions of two children can be done simply by exchanging the corresponding pointer values.
Step 1: Node-Rearrangement Procedure Goal: For any internal node in G, its children are listed in the order their images are visited in the postorder traversal of S.
For example, we consider the species and gene trees given in Figure 1 . The species tree ( Figure 1(a) ) is traversed in postorder as 1, 2, u, 3, v, 4, 5, x, 6 , y, r . We also have
In Figure 3 (a), the children of each internal node in the gene tree ( Figure 1(b) ) are listed in the order computed by the Node-Rearrangement Procedure in the corresponding row. The resulting representation of the gene tree G is shown in Figure 3 (a), which is different from the original gene tree. The correctness of Step 1 follows from the following observation:
Step 1, where д has k children and {i (1), i (2), . . . , i (k )} is a rearrangement of {1, 2, . . . , k }. Then for any j < j , by the algorithm, i (j ) is defined before i (j ), and thus λ(д i (j ) ) is visited before λ(д i (j ) ) in the postorder traversal of S.
Second, we compute for each s ∈ S the array B(s) that contains all gene tree nodes h such that s ∈ I (h). These arrays are computed as in Step 2.
Step 2: Computing B(s)
The correctness of Step 2 follows from Proposition 3.2 and the definition of B(s). Returning to the example, we traverse G (Figure 3(b) ) in postorder as:
The result after this step is finished is given in Figure 3 (c). At this step, node д 1 is added into B(1), B (2) , and B(u) when д 1 is visited. Similarly, д 3 is added into B(4), B (6) , and B(y); д 5 
is added into B(2), B(3), B(5), B(v), and B(r ); and д is added into B(3), B(4), B(u), B(v), B(y), and B(r ).
Third, for д ∈ V it (G), all nodes that comprise the compressed child-image subtree I (д) are determined and kept in a stack named ImageTreeNodes(д). In fact, ImageTreeNodes(д) contains an 24:10 Y. Zheng and L. Zhang
Euler tour of I (д) backward, from which I (д) can be built by adding branches between consecutive nodes. This procedure is summarized in Step 3, called Image Tree Assembly.
Step 3: Image Tree Assembly \* Identify the nodes in ImageTreeNodes(д) *\ Traverse S by following its Euler tour at each
make a copy a of the element e 1 popped from ImageTreeNodes(д); do { pop an elm. e 2 from ImageTreeNodes(д); if (e 2 is popped for the 1st time) make a copy b of the element e 2 ; else b ← (the copy made in the first time); if depth(e 1 ) < depth(e 2 ) { add an edge (a, b) if a and b are not connected; } else {add an edge (b, a) if a and b are not connected;} a ← b; } until ImageTreeNodes(д) is empty;
For the example, the species tree S is traversed using the following Euler tour: v, u, 1, u, 2, u, v, 3, v, r , y, x, 4, x, 5, x, y, 6, y, r . In the first part of Step 3, we obtain v, 2, v, 3, v, r , 5, r ; ImageTreeNodes(д) : r , v, u, v, 3, v, r , y, 4, y, y, r . It is not hard to see that for an internal node, д , the corresponding stack ImageTreeNodes(д ) contains the Euler tour of I (д ) that is the restriction of the Euler tour used to traverse S on I (д ). In the second part of Step 3, I (д 1 ), I (д 3 ), I (д 5 ), and I (д) are computed, respectively. I (д 1 ) and I (д 3 ) are identical to the subtrees rooted at д 1 and д 3 , respectively, in the gene tree. I (д) and I (д 5 ) are given in Figure 1 (e) and (h).
The fact that ImageTreeNodes(д) keeps the Euler tour of I (д) for each д follows from the following two facts: (1) the Euler tour of a subtree of a binary tree T can be obtained from the Euler tour of T by removing nodes not in the subtree, and (2) the same fact is also true for a tree obtained from another by retraction of some nodes of degree 2. The correctness of reconstructing I (д) from its Euler tour is justified by the fact that keeping only the first appearance of each node results in a preorder traversal of I (д) and keeping only the last appearance of each node results in a postorder traversal of I (д) (Tarjan and Vishkin 1985) .
We now analyze the time complexity of the algorithm described earlier. In Step 1, the subprocedure of setting the counters of all gene tree nodes simply takes |G | operations. Moreover, the children of all gene tree nodes are rearranged using |S | + 2|G | operations at most, as the process visits each species tree node once and does a swap and a counter increment for each branch in the gene tree. In Step 2, the procedure for constructing B(s) for all species tree nodes requires two insertion operations for each branch in the gene tree. Hence, it takes 2|G | operations at most overall. The first part of Step 3 takes 3|S | + 6|G | at most, as the Euler tour of S (respectively I (д)) contains 3|S | (3|I (д)|) nodes at most and the sum of the sizes of all compressed child-image subtrees is 2|G | at most. The second part of Step 3 takes at most 6|G | operations. In summary, our algorithm takes linear time to compute all compressed child-image subtrees of the gene tree nodes.
Theorem 3.3. It takes linear-time O (|G | + |S |) to compute the compressed child-image subtrees of all internal nodes of G in S.
Finally, we assume that for each s ∈ I (д), the depth d (s) in S is computed and is stored in the data structure along with other information on s in the species tree. We note that for each s,
is the number of branches leading away from the path from p(s) to s in S, which will be used to compute the gene loss cost of the duplication history from д to its child genes in S.
IRREDUCIBLE DUPLICATION HISTORIES
Using compressed child-image subtrees is not enough to obtain a linear-time algorithm for reconciling nonbinary gene trees under an affine model. We also need to work with a kind of "normal" representation of the duplication history of a gene family. In this section, we introduce the concept of irreducible duplication history.
Equivalence of Gene Duplication Histories
For a gene family in a species tree, the parsimonious duplication history of it that has the fewest duplication events must not have both duplication and gene loss occur in the same branch. For example, Figure 2 (a) and (b) present two feasible duplication histories for the same set of genes. They differ only in that the former contains both a gene loss event and a duplication event in the gray lineage, whereas the latter has neither duplication nor loss in the gray lineage. Obviously, the latter hence contains fewer duplication events.
Let e be a branch (u, v) and s e be the ancestral species represented by e in the species tree. For the duplication history of a gene family, we use n in (e) to denote the number of genes existing when s e just emerged from the speciation event represented by the node u. Similarly, we use n out (e) to denote the number of genes existing just before s e speciated at v. The remark mentioned in the preceding paragraph implies that the parsimonious duplication history D of a gene family contains only duplication events if n in D (e) < n out D (e) and only gene loss events otherwise. Let H be a (partial) duplication history from д to Ch(д) in the child-image subtree
It is easy to see the following: Consider two connecting branches e = (u, v) and e = (v, u) in S | λ(Ch(д)) . For any descendant д of д existing just before the species s v speciated at v, it is either a child gene c of д (i.e. c ∈ Ch(д)) that is mapped to v or a gene (not in Ch(д)) that further evolves into some child genes (of д) mapped to nodes below e in S | λ (Ch(д) ) . Hence, we have the following: (C3) For any two adjacent branches e = (u, v) and e = (v,
Assume that H has the minimum duplication cost. We further have that H cannot have both duplication and loss on the branch and the following condition holds: For H , we set
Two duplication histories H and H from д to Ch(д) are said to be equivalent if Σ H = Σ H . Clearly, different feasible histories with the same reconciliation cost may induce the same Σ. In this work, we just determine the values of the three arguments appearing in (3) for all branches. One benefit of adopting this type of representation is that our method outputs essentially multiple optimal duplication histories from д to Ch(д) that have the same reconciliation cost.
An Equivalence Theorem
A duplication process copies an existing gene, giving rise to two versions of the gene: the original copy and a new copy. A duplication history from д to its child genes in Ch(д) is irreducible (in Figure 2(b) ) if (i) the ancestral gene representing д in the root branch does not experience any loss event, so it has a descendant within every branch in S | λ(Ch(д)) (the red lineage in Figure 2 (b)), and (ii) every duplication event copies a descendant of this oldest gene. Clearly, a history with no duplication is irreducible. Such special cases are called speciation histories.
In general, several children of д may be mapped onto a node of the subtree S | λ(Ch(д)) . We consider λ(Ch(д)) to be a multiset, meaning that each element has a multiplicity. It is not hard to see that an irreducible duplication history H from д to Ch(д) induces the following decomposition of λ (Ch(д) 
where is the sum operation for multisets 1 such that the following hold: Ch(д) ) | the gene copy made by E i has a descendant in x } for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where E i is a duplication event of H occurring in the branch entering LCA(D i ). Note that for a child д of д, λ(д ) appears in one of the last k terms if it is not a leaf of the child-image subtree.
For example, the irreducible duplication history from д to its children д 1 -д 5 in Figure 1 (f) containing two duplication events corresponds to the following decomposition:
where the last two components correspond the duplication events generating д 5 and д 3 , respectively.
Conversely, it is easy to infer an irreducible duplication history from the decomposition in Equation (4) . The first term in the decomposition gives a speciation history of the gene д, which has a unique descendant in each branch in S | λ (Ch(д) ) , whereas each of the remaining terms defines a duplication event that duplicates a descendant of д to make an extra gene in the branch entering the node LCA(D i ). Proof. We prove the statement by induction on the number of duplications, k, occurring in H . If k = 0, then H is a speciation history. In this case,
Assume that the statement is true for any duplication history with at most k − 1 duplications. Consider the most recent duplication event E of H . Let it occur in a branch (p(u), u), where u ∈ V (S | λ(Ch(д)) ). Since E is the last duplication event, H does not have any duplication event in the subtree T (u). Both the original gene and new copy produced in E have, at most, one descendant gene in each branch as well as each leaf in T (u).
Let x be the new copy produced in E and DS(x ) the set of the descendants of x that belong to λ(Ch(д)). Removing E from H results in a duplication history H that is composed of k − 1 duplications and responsible for all genes in λ(Ch(д))\DS(x ). By induction, we have λ(Ch(д))\DS(x )
where the last terms correspond the k − 1 duplication events assumed in H .
is a forest subgraph of T (u). Assume that it has m tree components (say T 1 ,T 2 , . . . ,T m ). Setting
and
. This decomposition defines a irreducible duplication history.
By moving the leaves in every T i from the last term to the first term, the gene loss cost of the speciation history defined by the first term decreases by m, whereas the gene loss cost of the speciation history defined by the last term increases by m at most. Hence, we have obtained a desired decomposition.
The obtained irreducible duplication history is equivalent to the given one. This is because we just change the ancestral relationship for the genes in some branches if necessary and never introduce new duplication and gene loss events.
Given a tree reconciliation model, our goal is to compute a duplication history from д to its children that has the least cost under the model. Theorem 4.1 suggests that we just need to find a decomposition
that minimizes the reconciliation cost. This is because (i) the speciation history defined by
) is a part of every irreducible duplication history from д to its children, and (ii) the The union set D 1 D 2 · · · D k is equal to the set of all child genes that are produced by duplication. These duplicated genes are called redundant gene copies. For each leaf u in S | λ (Ch(д) ) , all but one of the genes mapped onto it are redundant. The unique unduplicated descendant of the oldest gene in each leaf is called the basal gene copy. Hence, V lf (S | λ(Ch(д)) ) corresponds to the set of the basal genes.
In the rest of the article, we develop linear-time algorithms for finding an optimal decomposition of the redundant gene copies by working on the compressed child-image subtrees I (д), д ∈ V it (G) for different models.
LINEAR-TIME RECONCILIATION FOR THE LOSS AND DEEP COALESCENCE MODELS
We would like to recall that I (д) is the compressed child-image subtree computed for each node д in the gene tree. For each u ∈ I (д), d (u) denotes its depth in the species tree. In the following discussion, we are only interested in the differences d (u) − d (v) for branches (u, v) of I (д), which are used to count the gene loss events.
decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)) that defines an irreducible duplication history from д to its children with the minimum gene loss cost. Then for
i = 1, 2, .
. . k, the speciation history I (д)| D i as a subtree of I (д) contains neither non-root nodes of degree 2 nor branches
(u, v) such that d (v) − d (u) ≥ 2
. In other words, there is no gene loss event in the speciation history
Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Without loss of generality, we may assume that I (д)| D 1 contains non-root nodes of degree 2. Assume that u is such a degree-2 node such that in the path, P, from the root r of I (д)| D i to u, all nodes other than u and r are of degree 3 in I (д). Let P be u 0 (= r ), u 1 , . . . ,u t −1 , u t (= u), and let Ch(u t ) = {u t +1 }, Ch(u i ) = {u i+1 , u i+1 }, i = 0, . . . , t − 1. We have the following decomposition:
in which all components are nonempty and pairwise disjoint, where T (·) is the subtree rooted at the corresponding node in I (д). Replacing D 1 with
in D, we obtain the following decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)):
By refining D 1 , the gene loss event associated with u is eliminated with t − 1 more duplications being introduced. This implies that D does not correspond to a duplication history from д to its children with the smallest gene loss cost, leading to a contradiction.
Similarly, we can show that each
Let c be the gene loss cost of the speciation history induced by V lf (I (д)). It is not hard to see that
where d (·) is the depth of a node of I (д) in the child-image subtree S | λ (Ch(д) ) . Since V lf (I (д)) appears in the decomposition of every irreducible duplication history from д to its children, the gene loss cost of a duplication history from д to its children is bounded below by c.
By Theorem 5.1, a decomposition in Equation (5) gives an irreducible duplication history from д to its children with the minimum gene loss cost if every component contains exactly one redundant gene. This is because the gene loss cost of the speciation history induced by each single gene component is 0 and thus the gene loss cost of the corresponding duplication history is equal to c, which is as small as possible. In such a duplication history, each redundant gene copy, x, is produced by a unique duplication event that occurs in the branch (p(λ(x )), λ(x )). Since a duplication event produces exactly one redundant gene copy, the corresponding duplication history also has the largest gene duplication cost. Additionally, it is not hard to see that this duplication history can be computed in O (|I (д)|) time. Combining all inferred duplication histories for all internal nodes together, we obtain a duplication history that minimizes the gene loss cost in O (|G | + |S |) time.
Remark. Since the obtained duplication history has the maximum gene duplication cost as well as the minimum gene loss cost over all feasible duplication history, it also minimizes the deep coalescence cost due to that dc H = l H − 2d H + |G | − |S | for a binary gene tree G and the corresponding binary species tree S, where H denotes the duplication history induced by the LCA reconciliation of the two trees (Zhang 2011).
LINEAR-TIME RECONCILIATION FOR THE DUPLICATION COST MODEL
To infer a duplication history with the minimum gene duplication cost, by Theorem 4.1, we need to find a decomposition
that has as few components as possible. We first define the following:
Obviously, m(u) is the largest number of child redundant genes that are mapped into a path from u to a leaf in I (д).
, where r denotes the root of I (д). Therefore, a gene duplication history from д to its children has m(r ) duplication events at least. (I (д) ) is a multisubset. We denote it by M and consider the partial ordered set (POS) (M, ), where x y if either x = y or x is an ancestor of y in I (д). Any subset M of M is called a chain if and only if all elements in M appear in a path from r to a leaf in I (д). Hence, by definition, m(r ) is the largest size of a chain in the POS. A subset M is called an antichain if any x, y ∈ M are incomparable-that is, x y and y x. A dual of Dilworth's theorem (Mirsky 1971) says that the smallest number of antichains into which M may be partitioned is equal to the largest size of a chain in M. Since each component of D is an antichain, k ≥ m(r ).
Proof. λ(Ch(д))/V lf
Theorem 6.1 suggests that we obtain an irreducible duplication history from д to its children with the minimum duplication cost if it has m(r ) duplication events. Our algorithm for the duplication cost model is presented in pseudocode in Figure 4 . Proof. Let r be the root of I (д). Assume that m(r ) is computed through the nodes in the following path:
In other words, u t is a leaf in I (д). Then
andm
for i = t, t − 1, . . . , 1, wherem(·) is the function appearing in the algorithm in Figure 4 . We set the corresponding term to 0 if Ch
. Equation (7) implies that
Using this inequality as the basis case, we can show that for i = 0, 1, . . . , t. Thus, no gene loss is inferred in P, and the number of duplication events inferred in P is equal to
In addition, if u i−1 has two children, u i and u i , Equations (8) and (9) imply that
and thus
for i = 1, 2, . . . t. Using these two inequalities as the basis case, we can show by mathematical induction that the same inequalities hold for any descendant of u i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. In other words, the algorithm does not infer any duplication event in a branch not in P. This concludes the proof.
The algorithm presented earlier outputs a duplication history from д to its children with the minimum gene duplication cost in O (|I (д)|) time for д ∈ V it (G). The output duplication history may not have the gene loss cost as small as possible. We note that a duplication history satisfying the following properties can also be computable in O (|I (д)|) time (Zheng et al. 2013 ): (i) it has the minimum gene duplication cost and (ii) it has the minimum gene loss cost, over all duplication histories satisfying (i).
LINEAR-TIME RECONCILIATION IN THE DUPLOSS MODEL
We now present a linear-time algorithm for finding an optimal decomposition of the redundant gene copies with the minimum duploss cost. For the sake of clarity, we further assume that for any (u, v) ∈ E (I (д)), the difference between the depths of v and u in the species tree S is one. (We describe how to generalize this to all general cases later.)
A rooted tree is called a defective tree if every path from the root to a leaf contains at least one node of degree 2 in middle of it ( Figure 5(a) ). It is a good tree if there is a root-to-leaf path in which all nodes but the root and leaf are of degree 3. Note that a speciation history is considered a subtree of I (д). For the sake of convenience, we denote I (д)(u) as T (u) for u ∈ V (I (д)) in the rest of this section. Proof. (1) . Without loss of generality, we assume that u is a node of degree 2 in
is a defective tree, as shown in Figure 5 (b), we consider a maximal set of incomparable nodes of degree 2, {u 1 , . . . ,u j } in T (u). By its maximality, each root to leaf path of I (д)| D 1 must contain some u i in the set. Therefore, we have
It is easy to see that the duplication cost of D is equal to k + j. Further, by partitioning
, the gene loss events occurring at the degree-2 nodes u 1 , u 2 , . . . ,u j , and u are eliminated, and a new gene loss is introduced at p(u) in the corresponding speciation history of D 1 /V lf (T (u)), as illustrated in Figure 5 (c). Hence, the duploss cost of D is equal to the duploss cost of D, but its gene loss cost is less than that of D. This contradicts the fact that D is an optimal decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)) of the minimum gene loss cost.
(2). Without loss of generality, we may assume that I (д)| D 1 is a defective tree. Consider a maximal set {u 1 , . . . ,u j } of incomparable nodes of degree 2 in the tree. We have
By replacing D 1 with {V lf (T (u 1 )), V lf (T (u 2 )), . . . ,V lf (T (u j ))}, we obtain the following decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)):
The duplication cost of the corresponding speciation history of D is j − 1 plus that of D. However, the gene loss cost of D is j less than that of D. Hence, the duploss cost of D is less than that of D. This contradicts the fact that D is an optimal decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)) of the minimum gene loss cost.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 motivates us to design a bottom-up recursive algorithm for finding an optimal decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)), thereby reconstructing an optimal duplication history from д to its children. By the theorem, in an optimal decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)), each component induces a good tree that has a special structural property. For a subset V ⊆ V lf (I (д)), we use the induced subtree I (д)| V to represent V itself. As such, we use a set of subtrees to represent a partial decomposition at each internal node in I (д).
At a leaf u ∈ V lf (I (G)), a partial decomposition is constructed at u. This partial decomposition has ω (u) − 1 singleton components, each consisting of a single redundant gene mapped onto u and inducing a good tree with only one node.
Let u be a node with two children, u 1 and u 2 , in I (д). Consider a partial decomposition
We attempt to merge these two partial decompositions to obtain a partial decomposition of {x ∈ λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)) | x ∈ V lf (I (д)(u))}. By Theorem 7.1, each component of an optimal decomposition induces a good subtree. However, for a good subtree X and an internal node y, X ∩ I (д)(y) Fig. 6 . Schematic view of merging partial decompositions for the three possible cases ((a) through (c)) where u has two children, and also for the case where u has only a child (d). Good trees and defective trees are colored orange and blue respectively in the decompositions D 1 (left) and D 2 (right). The ω (u) singleton trees added at the current node are not shown in each case. In (a), a(u 1 ) = 4 and b (u 1 ) = 6, whereas a(u 2 ) = 2 and
can be a defective tree. Hence, we represent a partial decomposition by a set of subtrees that are either good or defective.
Assume that a(
subtrees are good in D 2 , and that a(u 2 ) ≤ a(u 1 ). We merge D 1 and D 2 by considering the following two cases ( Figure 6 ): (Figure 6(a) ). Merge each of b (u 2 ) subtrees obtained at u 2 with a unique good subtree obtained in u 1 , obtaining b (u 2 ) good subtrees at u. Also extend a(u 1 ) − b (u 2 ) good subtrees obtained at u 1 , and disable b (u 1 ) − a(u 1 ) defective trees at u 1 for further extension. Here we would like to point out that each inactive defective tree will correspond to a component of the output optimal decomposition at least. Further, we add ω (u) singleton trees, which are considered good trees, if (Figure 6(b) and (c) ). Merge each of a(u 2 ) good subtrees and a(u 1 ) − a(u 2 ) defective subtrees at u 2 with a unique good subtree at u 1 , resulting in a(u 2 ) good subtrees at u and merge each of min{b (u 1 ), b (u 2 )} − a(u 1 ) defective subtrees at u 2 and a unique defective subtree at
singleton trees as in case 1. Proof. It can easily be checked.
At an internal node u with only one child, u 1 ( Figure 6(d) ), we create ω (u) singleton trees. We also extend every good subtree and disable every defective subtree obtained at u 1 for further extension.
Using this bottom-up merging procedure, we obtain a set of good and defective subtrees at the root of I (д). This set of subtrees defines an optimal decomposition of λ(Ch(д))/V lf (I (д)). More specifically, each good subtree corresponds to a component of the optimal decomposition. However, each defective subtree obtained at the root of I (д) or disabled at an earlier step corresponds to k ≥ 2 components, where k equals the number of the maximum incomparable internal nodes of degree 2 in the subtree.
For m real numbers i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m , we use median{i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m } to denote their median if m is odd. For u ∈ V (I (д)), we use b (u) to denote the number of subtrees in the decomposition constructed at u out of which a(u) trees are good. Clearly, a(u) ≤ b (u). For each node u in I (д) and an integer k ≥ 0, we define:
Theorem 7.3. Let r be the root of I (д). The decomposition D r obtained by this merging procedure determines a duplication history of redundant gene copies with the minimum duploss cost C (r , 0). Theorem 7.3 is proved in Appendix A. It suggests a two-step algorithm for reconstructing the duplication history from д to its children in O (|I (д)|) (Figure 7) . First, we compute the numbers of good and defective such trees obtained at every internal node in I (д) by visiting all the nodes in the postorder, which guarantees that we visit all children of a node before the node itself. We then identify duplications and losses by computing the numbers of genes flowing into and out of the branches in I (д), top down from root to leaf. To take into account the basal gene copies, we add one to the numbers of ancestral gene copies flowing into and out of each branch. Figure 8 gives an example to illustrate this algorithm. In the compressed child-image subtree shown in Figure 8 (a), node t has two leaf children: t 1 and t 2 . There are two redundant genes in t 1 and one in t 2 , and thus
Since one gene is mapped onto t,
Similarly, the following hold: (3, 2) , min(3, 2)) = 2, b (v) = 0 + max(max (3, 2) , min (3, 2) 
a(x ) = 0 + min(max (1, 1) , min(1, 1)) = 1, b (x ) = 0 + max(max (1, 1) , min(1, 1)) = 1;
a(w ) = 0 + min(max (2, 2) , min(3, 3)) = 2, b (w ) = 0 + max(max (2, 2) , min (3, 3) 
a(y) = 0 + min(max (1, 2) , min(1, 2)) = 1, b (y) = 0 + max(max (1, 2) , min(1, 2)) = 2; a(s) = 0 + min(max (1, 1) , min(2, 2)) = 1, b (s) = 0 + max(max (1, 1) , min(2, 2)) = 2; a(r ) = 0 + min(max (2, 1) , min(3, 2)) = 2, b (r ) = 0 + max(max (2, 1) , min(3, 2)) = 2. By Equation (13), the duploss cost of the optimal duplication history from д to its children is recursively computed as The numbers of genes flowing into and out of the branches (p(s), s) in I (д) are computed in Step 2 of the algorithm (Figure 8(b) ). In addition, for the leaf children of t, v, x, y, z, we have
where s 1 and s 2 respectively are the left and right children of s for s = t, v, x, y, z. Note that in(r ) = 1 + α (r ) = 1 and out(r ) = 1 + β (r ) = 3 after the basal gene in each leaf is taken into account. Hence, two duplication events are inferred in the root branch. Similarly, one duplication event is inferred in (t, t 1 ) and (v, v 1 ), and one loss event in (y, x ) and (z, z 2 ) (Figure 8(d) ).
Recall that we assume d (u) = d (p(u)) + 1 for each u ∈ V (I (д)) in the algorithm given in Figure 7 . It can be modified for general cases by (i) identifying all maximal subtrees of I (д) that do not contain any branch (u, v) such that d (v) > d (u) + 2 in S and then (ii) for each subtree T found in (i), replacing every branch (u, v) such that d (v) = d (u) + 2 by the two-branch path between u and v in S and then applying the algorithm to the resulting subtree T . The complete version of this algorithm can be found in Appendix B.
Our reconciliation algorithm takes O (|I (д)|) time for each non-binary node д in the gene tree. Since д ∈V it (G ) |I (д)| ≤ 2|G |, we can reconcile a nonbinary gene tree and a binary species tree in linear time by calling the algorithm for each gene tree node д and then combining all resulting optimal "local" evolutionary histories together. 
ASYMMETRIC WAGNER PARSIMONY AND THE TREE
RECONCILIATION PROBLEM Different variants of the following parsimony problem have been studied in phylogenetic analyses (Felsenstein 2004) . Given a character space, X , a species tree,T , in which there is a state assignment function, ξ : V lf (T ) → X , and a score function, c : X × X → R + , extend ξ to a state assignment function from V (T ) to X that minimizes the total score (u,v ) ∈E (T ) c (ξ (u), ξ (v)), where R + denotes the set of nonnegative real numbers. This problem can be solved using a dynamic programming approach in quadratic time (Sankoff and Rousseau 1975) .
When X = N + , and c (m, n) = |m − n| for m, n ∈ N, the parsimony problem is known as the (symmetric) Wagner parsimony problem. It is linear-time solvable (Farris 1970) .
When X = R + and
where γ ,ψ ∈ R + are two parameters such that γ ψ , the problem is known as the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem (Csűrös 2008 ). Now we consider a dynamic programming approach to solve this asymmetric version. First, we define a cost function, f u :
For u ∈ V it (T ),
Based on Equations (15) and (16), a dynamic programming algorithm can be developed to find assignments
, solving the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem. Recently, Csűrös showed that f u is a continuous piecewise linear and convex function for any u ∈ V (T ), as illustrated in Figure 9 . More specifically, such cost functions comprise of linear functions with slops in the range from −2ψ to 2γ (Figure 9(b) ). This leads to a subquadratic time algorithm to solve the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem. In particular, the runtime of this algorithm is O ((γ + ψ ) × |S |) if γ and ψ are integer valued (Csűrös 2008 ). Now we return to the tree reconciliation problem with the (w d , w l )-affine cost model, w d w l . Recall that w d and w l are the weights assigned to duplication and gene loss, respectively. Consider a star gene tree, G, in which all leaves are the children of the root node, and the corresponding species tree, S. Under the LCA reconciliation map λ, only one child-image subtree exists, and it is identical to S. Therefore, solving the tree reconciliation problem for G and S in the (w d , w l )-affine cost model is equivalent to solving the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem for S, in which ξ (x ) is equal to the number of gene tree leaves that are mapped to x for x ∈ V lf (S ), and the parameters γ and ψ in Equation (14) equal w l and w d , respectively. Moreover, for any branch
For a gene tree, G, that is not a star tree, we have to modify the Csűrös's algorithm to apply it to the compressed child-image subtrees for reconciling G and its corresponding species tree S. This modification is necessary for three reasons. First, some children may be mapped to an internal node of a compressed child-image subtree. Second, a compressed child-image subtree may contain a branch with length >1, which corresponds to a path in S. Last, an internal node may have only one child in a compressed child-image subtree. For these three cases, we have to modify Equation (16) as follows for a compressed child-image subtree I (д).
Let u ∈ V it (I (д)) such that ω (u) = |λ −1 (u)| ≥ 0 (which is defined in Equation (2)). We also use l (u,v ) to denote the length of (u, v) ∈ E (I (д)). For u, Equation (16) is changed to
for x ≥ ω (u), in which x − ω (u) replaces x for the first reason, w l (l (u,v ) − 1)y is added for the second reason, and the (2 − |Ch(u)|)w l (x − ω (u)) is added for the third reason.
The modified cost functions in (17) are also continuous piecewise linear and convex functions. Elegant Csűrös's algorithm can be generalized to be applied on the compressed child-image subtree I (д) if w d and w l are integer valued. This leads to a fast reconciliation algorithm for the affine cost model. In general, this algorithm does not have a linear running time for the affine cost model, as (w d , w l ) is a part of the input instance. However, it has a linear-time complexity for the duplication and gene loss cost models, where w r and w l are integer valued and w d + w l = 1. As we will see, our linear-time algorithms perform slightly better than the algorithms obtained in this way.
Finally, we note that Csűrös's algorithm is not applicable to the (w d , w l )-affine cost model if w d < 0, in particular, the deep coalescence cost. The reason is that f u defined in Equation (16) is not convex when w d < 0.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
We compared the following methods by simulation: Fig. 10 . Comparison of three algorithms: W+C, DP+C, and DP, whose boxes are arranged from left to right for a species tree size in a panel. The left and right panel respectively are drawn for data types C1 and C2 with the branch contraction rate being set 0.9.
We measured their running times for 100 reconciliations between a nonbinary tree containing 1.2n genes and a binary species tree over n species. We consider the following two types of datasets:
C1. Both the species tree and gene tree were generated using the Yule model. C2. Only the gene tree was generated using the Yule model. The specie tree is set to the line tree.
In both cases, the labels of leaves in a gene tree with 1.2n nodes are selected using a uniformly random sampling with repetition being allowed. Last, a nonbinary gene tree was obtained from the binary gene tree by contracting each edge with a fixed rate p. Gene trees obtained in this way may not be realistic, but they are good enough to examine the runtimes of the reconciliation methods listed previously.
First, we compared DP, DP+C, and W+C to evaluate how much compression of child-image subtrees contributes in speeding up the tree reconciliation methods investigated here. We examined 30 cases by allowing n to take 10 different values in the range from 500 to 5,000 and setting the branch contraction rate p to either 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9. Figure 10 is based on the datasets of types C1 (left panel) and C2 (right panel) generated with p = 0.9, respectively. The right panel shows that W+C is slightly faster and less sensitive to the topologies of both gene and species trees than DP+C. The performances of the three methods were similar for the datasets generated with p = 0.5, 0.7, where DP+C and W+C outperformed DP to a lesser degree. Our tests suggest that both DP+C and W+C are 5 to 50 times faster than DP for gene trees with thousands of genes.
Second, we ran W+C, Mt, Dup, and Loss on 20 cases with large species tree sizes in the range from 5,000 to 100,000 and p being set to 0.9. In these cases, the datasets are of type C2. The results are summarized in Figures 11 and 12 . They confirm that the runtimes of Mt, Dup, and Loss are linearly proportional to the size of the gene trees and are slightly faster than W+C.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we develop fast algorithms to reconcile a nonbinary gene tree and the corresponding binary species tree in different reconciliation cost models. Their runtimes are an order of magnitude faster than others. We achieve this speedup using compressed child-image trees and working on irreducible duplication histories.
Our linear-time reconciliation algorithms are divided into two steps. The first step is to compute all compressed child-image subtrees for all nonbinary gene tree nodes in linear time. This step is important, without which the reconciliation problem cannot be solved in linear time for nonbinary gene trees (Lafond et al. 2012) . The second step is to solve a parsimony problem over compressed child-image trees obtained in the first step. This parsimony problem is more general than the Wagner parsimony. In this parsimony problem, internal nodes can be assigned a value and branches may have a length that has to be taken into account in parsimony score calculation.
Our solutions presented in Sections 5 and 6 exhibit structural information on the optimal irreducible duplication histories for the gene loss, duplication cost, and deep coalescence cost models. The algorithms presented there can be easily modified into ones for computing a duplication history that not only has the minimum gene duplication (loss) cost but also the gene loss (duplication) cost as small as possible, as shown in Zheng et al. (2013) . Csűrös's algorithm for the asymmetric Wagner parsimony problem seems not to be applied to solve the tree reconciliation problem for such double minimization criteria. The linear-time algorithm that we present in Section 7 is slightly faster than one that is derived from the Csűrös's algorithm. Whether the concept of irreducible duplication histories leads to a linear-time reconciliation algorithm in the affine cost model or not is an interesting open problem.
Our bottom-up reconciliation approach has several beneficial features. First, we do not consider an incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) event. It may not be rare and hence cannot be ignored in certain circumstances (Pollard et al. 2006; Stolzer et al. 2012) . Since the effect of an ILS event on the divergence of gene and species trees is similar to that of a duplication event, the concepts proposed here can easily be extended to take ILS into account. Second, the outputs of our programs are actually a class of optimal duplication histories, not a single history. They assign multiple duplications to each branch in the species trees, and these duplications can be arranged in different ways. Third, our linear-time algorithms are fast and hence ideal for providing an online service for tree reconciliation (see our TxT server at http://phylotoo2.appspot.com/rgt/). Last, our bottom-up approach can incorporate multiple sources of information on gene similarity, including sequence similarity and conserved gene order, when it is applied to genome-wide studies of the evolution of gene families. This is definitely an interesting future project.
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